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1 General presentation 

That's it, your planned the building your resort! You can now start the development plan and define the different 
characteristics of your hotel to attract customers. 
 
In this phase, you can choose: 

 Options to your hotel (restaurant, casino, golf ...); 
 Energy and water supply; 
 The recruitment of your staff. 

 
As a project manager, be sure to regularly analyze your monitoring indicators, and estimate a realistic filling rate! 
 
To help you make your choice, you will notice that a piloting intermediate dashboard is given in every part of your 
form. It summarizes your costs, your bonus / malus on the strategic axes Brand Image and Ecology and on the 
secondary axis Service. 
  

 

Reminder of the deadline for this round: Thursday, October 25th, at 6 pm. 

As in the previous round, a health report of your project in relation to those of your competitors will be provided 
each morning. Remember to analyze your strategy to correct it through the Round! 
 
Through this document, you will be guided step by step to make the right decisions in each of the following three 
steps: Options, Energy and Recruitment.  
 
Good luck to all! 
 

2 OPTIONS 

 The first step in your development plan is to create options, there are the special buildings in your hotel. They are 
eight, divided into two categories: 

- Group G1, focused on comfort and brand image; 

- Group G2, focused on ecology. 

 
These constructions will allow you to make your hotel even more beautiful, and thus attract customers to your 
complex. 
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2.1 General information about Options 

These three options have impacts in terms of expenditure on your project: 
 A direct cost which is the cost necessary to build the option; 
 An increase in the exterior surface of your hotel; 
 An energy expenditure of water and / or electricity. 

 
These options are very important because they are key to your attractiveness compare to your competitors. They 
can give you many points in the strategic axes Brand image and Ecology and the secondary axis Service. Be careful 
though, these options have also large running and installation costs, which may confer you malus in Ecology. 
 

 EXAMPLE: You create a pool "Olympic". You get a bonus of 75 points in Brand Image, 85 points in Service, 
but also a penalty of -50 points in Ecology. 

 
What will you choose? A hotel with few options and very low prices or a very attractive one in terms of performance 
but with a room price high enough? 
 

2.2 Options levels 

For each of these options you can choose a level of importance. The higher the level of the option, the better the 
option is in terms of its size and characteristics, and it gives bonus. Be careful though, a higher level option also 
means much higher costs and sometimes malus in Ecology! 
 

 EXAMPLE: The four levels available for the Casino option are: 
- Gaming Room (Level 1); 
- Circle (level 2); 
- Gaming Palace (level 3); 
- World Tour Host (level 4). 
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A Gaming Room confer you a bonus of +7 Brand image at a cost of nearly $ 2 million while a World Tour Host you 
would have received a bonus of +80, but for a price ten times higher . 
 
 
Tip: You can find the presentation in Annex 1 of each option and what it provides. 
 

2.3 Synergies between options of a group 

The consistency of your range of options is considered. For example, if your hotel put on ecotourism and social 
responsibility, choosing to build a swimming pool and park for hiking seems a priori not really coherent with your 
image! 
Synergies are therefore operated within these groups of options if they are complementary to each other. The 
more options you create in the same group, the higher your bonus related to these options are multiplied. 
 
 

 
 

 EXAMPLE: if you choose two options in the group G1, you get a synergy of 110%. This means that the 
bonuses you earn through these options are multiplied by 1.1. 

 

2.4 Construction in parallel options of group G1 and group G2 

In terms of construction time, these two groups of options are developed in parallel. 
 

 EXAMPLE: If 500 days are necessary to build G1 options you can build for 500 days G2 options without 
increasing the overall length of your building complex. 

 
Will you promote options belonging to the same group to benefit from synergies in bonuses, or create as many 
options of group G1 as group G2 to take advantage of time parallel construction of these two groups? 
 
Tip: To help you in your choice, you will find in the annex "Building Duration" the details of construction time for 
each level option. 
 

2.5 Technical indicators piloting 

 
 
Synergies G1 & G2:  

 Type: indicators 
 Description: It gives you the coefficients by which your bonuses are multiplied. The more options you 
create in the same group the higher the coefficient assigned to this group will be. They vary from 100% 
(only one option selected from the group) to 140% (G2) or 150% (G1). 
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Needed Ground Surface:  
 Type: indicator 
 Description: this is the ground surface required for the creation of your options, which is the sum of the 
dimensions required by each option. It is very important for each additional m²  is a cost required for your 
hotel! 

 
Ground Surface Costs:  

 Type: indicator 
 Description: it is the cost of the additional floor area required for the creation of your options. This cost is 
added to the direct costs involved with options and is calculated as follows: 
 

NEEDED GROUND SURFACE + M² PRICE (EXT) = GROUND SURFACE COSTS 

 
Investment:  
Type: indicator 
Description: This is the total direct costs implied by options.  
 

OPTIONS COSTS = INVESTMENT + GROUND SURFACE COST 

 

3 ENERGY 

The choices you made in the previous tabs made you define a certain need for electricity and a need for fresh 
water. Now you will have to meet these needs and choose the energy and water supply for your hotel. 
Your choice will have a strong environmental impact, and thus will impact your overall strategy.  
 
Tip: Do not forget that for Mr. Bora, the environmental aspect of your resort is very important!  
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3.1 Electric Production 

In the "Electric Production" tan you define what energy sources you want to use in your hotel. 
You have the choice between: 

 Fuel; 
 Hydroelectric; 
 Solar panels; 
 Geothermal. 
 

 
 

Each of these energy sources has a cost and an environmental impact. Some energies are very profitable but not 
eco-friendly at all , others are green but more expensive and take longer to produce ... 
 

3.2 Water Supplying 

3.2.1 Recycling Stations  

This feature allows you to create water treatment stations on your hotel area. The more you install, the higher 
your score increases Ecology and the less you will need to supply fresh water. 
Be aware! These stations also have a cost and installation time to take into account. You have to find the right 
balance between recycling and deliveries... 
 

 
 
Tip: You can find more details about the costs and durations applied to water treatment stations in Annex 4. 

3.2.2 Recycling Rate  

The recycling rate of your hotel is directly deducted from the number of stations created for this purpose.   

3.2.3 Number of water delivery  

This field tells you the exact number of water supplies needed to run your resort. 
Remember, the higher is your rate of water recycling, the less you'll have to order freshwater! 

3.3 Indicateurs techniques de pilotage 

Needed Ground Surface:  
 Type: indicator 
 Description: It informs you of the ground surface needed to create energy generators that you have 
chosen.  
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NEEDED GROUND SURFACE = ∑ DIMENSIONS OF ENERGY FACILITIES 

 
Ground Surface Cost:  

 Type: indicator 
 Description: it is the additional cost of the ground surface required for energy facilities you have chosen. 
This cost is added to the direct costs involved in energy installations. 

 
Investment:  

 Type: indicator 
 Description: It gives you the total direct costs involved by energy generators. 

 

ENERGY COSTS = INVESTMENT + GROUND SURFACE COST 

 
Electricity Needed:  

 Type: indicator 
 Description: It gives you the overall electricity consumption of your hotel. For information, be aware that: 

• 1 bedroom = 1 kWh per day; 
• 1 suite = 5 kWh per day; 
• Your consumption is calculated on your Exploitation time (= 5x365 - Building Duration); 
• To consumption rooms is added the electrical consumption of the options you have created. 

 
 
Water Needed:  

 Type: indicator 
 Description: This field tells you the overall consumption of fresh water of your hotel. Your need for fresh 
water is calculated as: 

• 1 bedroom = 0.5 m3 per day; 
• 1 suite = 2m3 per day; 
• Your consumption is calculated on your Exploitation time (= 5x365 - Building Duration); 
• In addition, there are water consumption of options. 

4 RECRUITMENT 

You will now be able to choose the staff hired in your hotel. You have at your disposal two types of recruits: 
- Managers ; 
- Staff.  

 
This part is important because it improves the service quality and the brand image of your hotel! 
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Tip: You can find the details in Annex 5 of the cost of your employees according to their skills and time required for 
each recruitment. 

4.1 Managers / Staff (Number) 

In these fields, you specify the number of managers and staff that you want to recruit into your hotel. 

 Managers: they are intended to administer and optimize the work of groups of employees; 

 Staff: it aims to deal with customers. 

4.2 Managers / Staff (Qualifications) 

Here you can determine the skill level of your managers and your staff. Their effectiveness but also their wages 
evolve in the same direction as their skill levels. 
What will you choose: a trained but costly staff to attract a wealthy clientele, or rather less-experienced people 
allowing you to keep wages low? 
 

4.3 Bonus annual Salary  

When you define the characteristics of your staff, you automatically define the "Minimum Wage" based on 
qualifications. You can still choose to give your men a wage higher than the statutory minimum. The efficiency of 
your staff will increase in proportion to their wages. 
 

4.4 Technical indicators piloting 

Personnel per manager:  
 Type: indicator 
 Description: it is the average number of employees per manager.  

 
Staff per client:  

 Type: indicator 
 Description: it is the average number of customers per employee. Warning, this number must be greater 
than or equal to 0.1, otherwise you will see the message 'Hire more'. 
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Tip: there are optimum proportions to discover between Manager  & Staff, and between Staff & Clients. The fact 
of discovering or approaching these proportions gives you two additional bonus multipliers! 

5 End of Round 

To gain access to the next round and start the development plan of your complex, it is important to respect the 
deadline for registering your project. It is fixed to Thursday, October 25th at 6pm! 

 Tip: Remember that a health report of your project is published every morning at 8am! It is essential to refine 
your strategy until the end of the round. You are not satisfied with your choice of Round 1 and 2? Do not 
panic, you will be able to review and optimize your choices throughout Round 3! 
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1 Annexes  

1.1 Options 

1.1.1 Annex 1 : Options levels detail 

OPTIONS level Direct cost Brand 
Bonus 

Ecology 
Bonus 

Service 
Bonus 

Electricity Water Dimensions Task 
Name 

Task 
Duration 

Swimming pool Small 1 680 000 6 -6 10 7 200 1 800 150 Options 
G1 

20 

Medium  2 560 000 11 -14 19 9 600 2 400 200 40 

Luxuous  11 040 000 35 -25 52 14 400 3 600 300 80 

Olympic  21 200 000 75 -50 85 19 200 4 800 400 160 

Restaurant 1 Star  2 320 000 4 0 10 5 760 0 120 Options 
G1 

15 

2 Stars  4 280 000 8 0 17 8 640 0 180 30 

3 Stars  12 280 000 25 0 44 12 000 0 250 60 

Awarded 3 
Stars 

 22 600 000 55 0 60 19 200 0 400 120 

Casino Gaming Room  1 960 000 7 0 0 12 000 0 250 Options 
G1 

40 

Circle  3 920 000 14 0 0 9 600  0 300 80 

Gaming Palace  11 200 000 40 0 0 19 200 0 400 160 

World Tour 
Host 

 22 400 000 80 0 0 24 000 0 500 200 

Water Skiing Marina 280 000 0 -4 9 0 0 0 Options 
G1 

10 

Pontoon  320 000 0 -8 16 0 0 0 20 

Jet-Ski Harbour  1 800 000 0 -15 40 0 0 0 40 

Jet-Ski Complex  3 600 000 0 -30 80 0 0 0 80 

Tennis Field Quick Courts 840 000 0 0 7 24 000 0 500 Options 
G2 

15 

Clay Courts  1 680 000 0 0 14 28 800 0 600 30 

Grass Courts  4 560 000 0 0 38 33 600 0 700 60 

Stadium  8 400 000 0 0 70 38 400 0 800 100 

Golf Field Nine Holes  8 360 000 12 25 0 0 72 000 6 000 Options 
G2 

60 

Eighteen Holes  9 000 000 25 10 0 0 84 000 7 000 120 

Professional  12 000 000 50 -10 0 0 96 000 8 000 210 

Master Cup 
Host 

 20 000 000 100 -40 0 0 120 
000 

10 000 260 

Natural Reserve Park  3 200 000 0 16 0 0 14 400 1 200 Options 
G2 

30 

Wild  Lands  5 600 000 0 28 0 0 18 000 1 500 50 

Protected Area  11 600 000 0 58 0 0 24 000 2 000 100 

National Park  24 000 000 0 120 0 0 33 600 2 800 140 

Underwater 
Exp. 

Diving  2 000 000 0 10 0 0 0 0 Options 
G2 

10 

Deep-sea 
Diving 

 4 000 000 0 20 0 0 0 0 20 

Ocean 
Discovery 

 8 000 000 0 40 0 0 0 0 40 

Deepblue 
Experience 

 16 000 000  0 80 0 0 0 0 80 
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1.1.2 Annex 2 : Synergies 

SYNERGIES G1 Bonus 
Multiplier 

G2 Bonus 
Multiplier 

1/4 options 1 1 

2/4 options 1,1 1,1 

3/4 options 1,2 1,3 

4/4 options 1,5 1,4 

 
 EXAMPLE: You buy two options from the group G1. The first one gives a bonus of +10 in Brand image and 

+10 in Ecology, the second +20 in Service and +20 in Ecology. 
As you have two options in the same group (G1), the box "Synergies G1" takes the value 110% (= 1.1). Your 
actual bonuses will be greater than the sum of its parts. You will not only have +10 Brand Image, +20 
Service and +30 Ecology, but: 

• +11 in Brand image (10 * 110%); 
• +22 in Service (20 * 110%); 
• +33 in Ecology (30 * 110%). 

If you choose to create now all options of the Group G1 (i.e. 4/4), you will gain bonuses equal to the sum of 
the bonuses normally granted by each of the four options, multiplied by 1.5. 

1.2 Energy 

1.2.1 Annex 3 : Electric installations 

ELECTRIC INSTAL. Proportion Direct Costs Ecology Bonus Dimensions Task name Task Duration 

    Fuel Power P(%) P(%)*EN*5 P(%)*EN*(-0,0001) P(%)*EN*0,001 Electric 
Installations 1 

P(%)*EN*0,0003 

    Hydroelectric P(%) P(%)*EN*10 P(%)*EN*(-0,00015) P(%)*EN*0,0015 Electric 
Installations 2 

P(%)*EN*0,00015 

    Solar Pannels P(%) P(%)*EN*20 P(%)*EN*(0,0001) P(%)*EN*0,001 Electric 
Installations 3 

P(%)*EN*0,0035 

    Geothermy P(%) P(%)*EN*25 P(%)*EN*(0,0002) P(%)*EN*0,002 Electric 
Installations 4 

P(%)*EN*0,0045 

 
 EXAMPLE: You have an Energy Need (EN) of 200,000 KWH. You choose to supply electricity as follows: 

• 30% of hydroelectric power; 
• 20% of solar energy; 
• 50% geothermal. 

You will receive a bonus of 15 points in Ecology 200000 * (30% * (-0.00015) + (20% * 0.0001) + (0.0002 * 50%) 
for the direct cost of 200,000 * (30% * 10 + 20% * 20 + 50% * 25) = € 3,900,000. 
You will buy more 330m² outer surface (= 200,000 * (30% * 0.0015 + 20% * 0.001 +50% * 0.002) to meet the 
dimensions of buildings energy used for electricity production. 
Completion time of your electric generators will be equal to the sum of their respective build time, that is to 
say 200 000 * (30% * 0.00015 + 20% * 0.00035 + 50% * 0, 00045) = 68 days. 
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1.2.2 Annex 4 : Water installations 

WATER 
INSTAL. 

Number Direct Costs Ecology 
Bonus 

Surface Water 
prod. 

Task name Task 
Duration 

Water 
Delivery 

N N*5000 0 0 N*500 None 0 

Recycling 
Station 

N Number*(200 000) Recycling 
Rate*40 

Number*30 0 Water 
Installations 

N*8 

 
 EXAMPLE: You choose to create 10 water treatment stations. 

Your treatment rate is therefore 1 - 
 

        
= 66%.  

 
Your direct costs will amount to 10*200.000= 2 million euros and you will receive a bonus of 66%*40 = +26 
points in Ecology.  
These stations require a floor area of 10 * 30 = 300 m² and will require 10 * 8 = 80 days of construction to 
be listed in the task Water Installations and included in the calculation of your Building Duration. 

 

1.3 Annex 5 : Recruitment 

RECRUITMENT Formation Number Direct Costs Brand Bonus Service Bonus Task name Task 
Duration 

Managers Novice N Number*(35 000) Multiplier = 
1,1 

Multiplier = 
1,1 

Recruitment 
1 

N/3 

Experienced N Number*(60 000) Multiplier = 
1,2 

Multiplier = 
1,2 

N/3 

Veteran N Number*(90 000) Multiplier = 
1,3 

Multiplier = 
1,3 

N/3 

Staff Novice N Number*(16 000) Number*0,06 Number*0,06 Recruitment 
2 

N/10 

Experienced N Number*(32 000) Number*0,12 Number*0,12 N/10 

Veteran N Number*(64 000) Number*0,24 Number*0,24 N/10 

 
 EXAMPLE 1: You recruit 200 Staff {Experienced} and 50 Managers {Veterans}.  

Direct labor costs will be equal to 200 * 32,000 + 50 * 90,000 = €10.9 million per year. 
The period over which wages are calculated is always your Exploitation Time (= 1825 - Building Duration). 
Such configuration confers you the following bonuses: (200 * 0.12) * 1.3 = +31 points in and Brand image 
(200 * 0.12) * 1.3 = +31 points in Service. 
The recruitment duration necessary to hire such personnel would then be 200/10 +50 / 3 = 37 days and 
would be recorded in the task Recruitment. 
 

 EXAMPLE 2: Consider again the example above, assuming you define an annual Salary Bonus of 20%. Direct 
labor costs become 10.9 million * (1 +20%) = 13.08 million euros and get your bonuses 31 * (1 +20%) = 
+37 in Brand Image and Service. 

 


